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Sensitivity of two-fragment correlation functions to initial-state momentum correlations
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Two-fragment reduced-velocity correlation functions were measured for small-impact-parameter collisions
of 86Kr 193Nb at E/A550 MeV and compared to results of many-body Coulomb-trajectory calculations
performed for instantaneous and sequential multifragment breakup scenarios. The correlation functions indi-
cate emission on a very short time scale and appear consistent with an instantaneous breakup scenario, even
though they exhibit a pronounced dependence on fragment kinetic energy when fragments are emitted at large
transverse momenta. For the case of instantaneous breakup, sensitivities to initial-state momentum correlations
due to total momentum conservation and to different emission patterns are investigated. For fragments emitted
with large transverse momenta, momentum conservation constraints can cause a dependence of reduced-
velocity correlation functions on fragment energy and fragment charge similar to those observed experimen-
tally. @S0556-2813~98!04707-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Highly excited nuclear systems formed in intermedia
energy heavy-ion collisions disintegrate by multifragme
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breakup@1,2#. Statistical treatments of multifragment deca
are either based upon the assumption of an instantan
breakup@3–5# of an expanded, highly excited nuclear syste
or, alternatively, a sequence of binary emissions with co
plete equilibration between decay steps@6–8#. However,
even in the sequential decay approximation, multifragm
emission is predicted to occur over a short time interval~t
,100 fm/c! when the nuclear system has expanded to s
normal density@7,8#. Microscopic calculations performe
with the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck~BUU! transport
model indicate that nonspherical or even noncompact so
configurations may play an important role at the late, lo
density stage of small-impact-parameter nucleus-nucleus
lisions@9–15#. It is thus important to develop methods whic
are sensitive to the time scale and source configuration of
multifragment breakup phase.
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PRC 58 271SENSITIVITY OF TWO-FRAGMENT CORRELATION . . .
Information about source dimensions and emission t
scales can be obtained by studying final-state interact
between emitted fragments. Most significantly, the Coulo
repulsion between the emitted fragments leads to a deple
of the phase space at small relative momenta which can
observed as a suppression of the two-fragment correla
function at small relative velocities@16–31#. The width of
this ‘‘Coulomb hole’’ increases when fragments are emit
in closer proximity, i.e., from smaller sources and/or ov
shorter time intervals. Using this technique, studies of tw
fragment correlation functions revealed that fragment em
sion in central collisions occurs over a short time inter
(t,200 fm/c) @18–26#. In several cases, the assumption
an instantaneous breakup of an expanded source provid
satisfactory description of the data@27–30#.

Dependences of the correlation functions on the energ
the emitted fragments@23–25# contain information which
may help discriminate between instantaneous breakup
sequential emission. In addition, directional correlation fu
tions have been shown to depend on the shape of the e
ting source@31#. Evaporation models@6–8# predict higher
fragment emission rates and, on average, higher fragm
energies during the early stages of the decay chain when
source temperature is high. Thus, for rapidly emitted hi
energy fragments, the Coulomb hole in the two-fragm
correlation function should be wider than for low-ener
fragments which emerge at a later stage of the reaction w
the temperature and emission rate are reduced. Increa
widths of the Coulomb hole for fragment pairs of high
energy can thus signal emission from a cooling and poss
expanding source. Indeed, recent observations of such a
ergy dependence@23–25# could be described by a sequent
picture with fragment emission occurring over short tim
intervals (0,t<150 fm/c). In some cases, emission time
as short as a few tens of fm/c were extracted for which the
distinction between sequential and instantaneous emis
becomes tenuous and systematic uncertainties may nee
assessment.

In this paper, we investigate two-fragment reduce
velocity correlation functions measured for small-impa
parameter collisions of86Kr 193Nb at E/A550 MeV. For
fragments emitted at large transverse momenta, the ex
mental two-fragment correlation function exhibits an unus
shape which strongly depends on fragment energy and
ment number. In order to provide a qualitative understand
of this behavior, we explore the sensitivity of calculated tw
fragment correlation functions to different reasonable,
unknown initial conditions. Our calculations are consiste
with an instantaneous breakup scenario (t→0). In this limit,
uncertainties arise from unknown initial-state moment
correlations due to momentum conservation constrai
Such constraints can lead to energy-dependent two-fragm
correlation functions and a loss of the approximate sca
@18# of two-fragment correlation functions with the ‘‘re
duced’’ relative velocity of two fragments,vred5vrel /(Z1
1Z2)1/2.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiment was performed at the National Superc
ducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State Universi
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The 86Kr361 beam had an intensity of 33107 particles per
second, and the93Nb target had an areal density o
2 mg/cm2. Charged particles with element numberZ
<Zprojectile emitted at 3°<u lab<23° were detected and iden
tified with the ‘‘Multics’’ high-resolution array@32#. Frag-
ments withZ<20 emitted at 23°<u lab<160° were detected
by 171 phoswich detector elements of the MSU Minib
@33#. The geometric acceptance of the combined array w
greater than 87% of 4p. The charge identification threshold
in the Miniball wereEth /A'2, 3, and 4 MeV forZ53, 10,
and 18, respectively, andEth /A'1.5 MeV in the Multics
array, independent of the fragment charge.

We analyzed reduced-velocity correlation functions
intermediate-mass fragments~IMF’s! of element number 4
<ZIMF<9 detected at 5°<u lab<50°. Small-impact-
parameter collisions were selected by a cut on the dete
charged particle multiplicity,NC>20. In a sharp cutoff ap-
proximation @34#, this cut corresponds to a reduced impa
parameter ofb/bmax<0.3.

Digitization effects caused by the finite granularity of th
Miniball detectors were reduced by assigning each dete
fragment a random emission angle lying within the geom
ric boundary of the detector hit by the fragment. The pro
ability distribution was chosen to produce a uniform hit p
tern over the detector surface.

Consistent with previous work, the reduced-velocity tw
fragment correlation function is defined as@18#

11R~v red!5C
Ncorr~v red!

Nuncorr~v red!
, ~1!

wherev red represents the reduced velocity@18# of the pair,

vred5
~p1 /m12p2 /m2!

AZ11Z2

. ~2!

Here,pi , mi , andZi are, respectively, the momentum, mas
and charge of fragmenti ; Ncorr(v red) is the measured coinci
dence yield andNuncorr(v red) is the ‘‘background yield’’ con-
structed by using fragments from different events@35#. The
normalization constantC is chosen such that the averag
correlation function̂ 11R& is unity for large reduced veloci
ties where final-state interactions between fragments
small. Specifically, we chosêR&50 over the interval 0.05
<v red/c<0.07 for 5°<u lab<25° and 0.07<v red/c<0.09
for 25°<u lab<50°. Other normalization prescriptions exi
and are used by various groups. Our qualitative conclusi
are independent of the particular choice of normalization
long as calculations and data are normalized consistentl

In order to study dependences on energy and emis
angle of the coincident fragment pairs, we constructed c
relation functions for two cuts on the center-of-mass ener
Ec.m.,i /Ai>3 MeV and Ec.m.,i /Ai>7 MeV, and for two
cuts on the laboratory emission angle, 5°<u lab<25° and
25°<u lab<50°. The two angular cuts have different pha
space acceptances: the small-angle cut accepts preferen
longitudinal correlations,vredi(p11p2), and the large-angle
cut accepts preferentially transverse correlations,vred'(p1
1p2).
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272 PRC 58R. POPESCUet al.
III. EXPERIMENTAL CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

Two-fragment correlation functions integrated over
fragment pairs with element numbers 4<ZIMF<9 are shown

FIG. 1. Two-fragment correlation functions, integrated over
fragment pairs with element numbers 4<ZIMF<9, for small-
impact-parameter collisions of86Kr193Nb at E/A550 MeV. The
top and bottom panels show data for fragments emitted at
<u lab<50° and 5°<u lab<25°, respectively. Solid and open poin
show the results for low and high cuts on the fragments center
mass energy,Ec.m.,i /Ai>3 MeV andEc.m.,i /Ai>7 MeV, respec-
tively. Statistical error bars smaller than the size of the data po
are not shown.
l

in Fig. 1. The top and bottom panels show correlation fu
tions at large (25°<u lab<50°) and small (5°<u lab<25°)
angles, respectively. Solid and open points show the res
for the low- (Ec.m.,i /Ai>3 MeV) and high- (Ec.m.,i /Ai
>7 MeV) energy thresholds, respectively. For fragme
observed at large polar angles, the measured two-fragm
correlation function exhibits a strong dependence on
minimum fragment energy, similar to previous observatio
@20,23–25#. In contrast, the energy dependence of the tw
fragment correlation function is small at forward angles. T
shape of the correlation function at forward angles is sim
to the shapes observed in many other experiments@18–26#,
exhibiting a pronounced Coulomb hole at small reduced
locities and a rather flat region at larger reduced velocities
contrast, the high-energy correlation function at larger ang
exhibits a rather unusual shape with no well-defined flat
gion at large reduced velocities~top panel, open circles!.

Two-fragment correlation functions for two groups
fragments, 4<ZIMF<5 ~solid points! and 6<ZIMF<9 ~open
points!, are shown in Fig. 2. The left and right panels sho
correlation functions for fragments emitted at sm
(5°<u lab<25°) and large (25°<u lab<50°) angles, respec
tively. Top and bottom panels show results for low and hi
cuts on the center-of-mass energy,Ec.m.,i /Ai>3 MeV and
Ec.m.,i /Ai>7 MeV, respectively. Consistent with previou
observations@18#, the correlation function at forward angle
and for the low-energy threshold exhibits a relatively we
dependence onZIMF . In contrast, the shape of the correlatio
function depends rather strongly onZIMF for fragments emit-
ted at larger angles and with higher energy.

Reduced-velocity correlation functions independent
fragment charge are expected@18# when the two-fragment
correlation function is largely determined by the tw
fragment Coulomb interaction and when the fragment em
sion time scale does not depend onZIMF . A strong depen-
dence ofR(v red) on ZIMF indicates that at least one of thes
two assumptions is invalid.

IV. COMPARISON TO MANY-BODY
COULOMB-TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS

In this section, we compare the measured two-fragm
correlation functions with predictions of many-bod
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FIG. 2. Two-fragment correlation function
for two groups of fragments, 4<ZIMF<5 ~solid
points! and 6<ZIMF<9 ~open points! for small-
impact-parameter collisions of86Kr193Nb at
E/A550 MeV. Left and right hand panels show
correlation functions for fragments detected
5°<u lab<25° and 25°<u lab<50°, respectively.
Top and bottom panels show the results for lo
and high-fragment-energy thresholdsEc.m.,i /Ai

>3 MeV andEc.m.,i /Ai>7 MeV, respectively.
Statistical error bars are only shown when th
exceed the size of the data points.
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PRC 58 273SENSITIVITY OF TWO-FRAGMENT CORRELATION . . .
Coulomb-trajectory calculations. Unless stated otherwise,
calculations are filtered by the acceptance of the experim
tal apparatus. The calculations are aimed at exploring un
tainties arising from various assumptions about the init
state configurations and at illustrating physical conditio
which may give rise to the qualitative features observed
the experimental correlation functions.

The determination of the ‘‘true’’ source configuration an
lifetime from experimental correlation functions represent
difficult inversion problem which has only recently been
tacked for the case of light-particle intensity interferome
when final-state interactions with the source are neglig
@36#. For two-fragment correlation functions, which depe
on many-body Coulomb interactions, the corresponding
version problem has not yet been solved.

For simplicity, we will explore to what extent emissio
from a single spherical source can account for the obse
experimental features. This simplifying assumption m
however, not be entirely realistic. For example, our imp
parameter selection may not be sufficiently tight to co
pletely eliminate contamination from spectator sources p
duced in collisions with a nonzero impact parameter. Eve
strictly central collisions, noncompact and/or nonspheri
sources can occur. For instance, microscopic simulat
with the BUU transport theory have predicted@9–15# the
occurrence of noncompact toroidal decay configurations
central collisions of nuclei with masses and energies com
rable to the present experiment. Thus, we will not attemp
determine a unique set of source parameters, and some
crepancies between calculations and data may remain u
solved.

A. Sequential decay

Sequential decay calculations were performed for
source of fixed radiusRS , initially at rest in the center-of-
mass frame and containingZtot protons; the initial mass o
the source,M tot , was taken as that of the most abunda
isotope. After each emission, charge and mass of the em
IMF were subtracted from the source, but the radius was k
fixed for simplicity. Charge distributions of the emitted fra
ments (3<ZIMF<20) were generated by randomly sampli
the experimental yield distribution; the total chargeZtot,IMF
removed by all emitted IMF’s was a model parameter wh
controlled the IMF multiplicity distribution. For a given
charge numberZIMF , the mass numberAIMF of the emitted
IMF was chosen as that of the most abundant isotope an
radius to beRIMF51.2(AIMF)1/3 fm. ~This assumption on
fragment mass introduces a small uncertainty in the dete
nation of source parameters@37#, but it does not affect our
qualitative conclusions.! For each IMF, we generated a mo
mentum vector isotropically in the frame of the emittin
source; the IMF energies were chosen to reproduce the
perimental fragment energy distribution in the center-
mass system.

The fragment emission timest i were assumed to have th
probability distribution P(t)}e2t/t. Recoil velocity and
mass conservation of the source were taken into accoun
each subsequent emission.~The case of instantaneous disi
tegration,t→0, is discussed separately below.! The source
radius was kept fixed asRS59 fm, and the centers of th
e
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fragments were initially placed at the distance ofr 5RS
1RIMF from the center of the source, requiring outwa
emission,r•p>0. ~Here,r is the position vector of the IMF
with respect to the center of the source andp is the momen-
tum vector in the recoiling rest frame.! Consistent with pre-
vious work, the surface emission pattern from pointr was
assumed @18# to follow Lambert’s law, P(a)}cosa
5(r•p)/(rp), wherea is the angle between the normal
the surface,n̂5r /r , and the velocity of the emitted particle
Thus the probability distribution for initial positionsr i and
momentapi was taken as

P~r i ,pi !}P~pi !u~r i•pi !d~r i2RS2RIMF, i !

3~r i•pi !/~r ipi !, ~3!

whereu(x) is the unit step function which vanishes for neg
tive arguments, andP(pi) is the assumed single-particle mo
mentum distribution, assumed to be isotropic in the sou
frame, P(pi)5P(miv i), and taken as the angle-integrate
experimental center-of-mass distribution of fragmenti , cor-
rected for the average Coulomb repulsion from the source
this approximation, the initial momentumpi is related to the
final momentumpf ,i according to

pi5Apf ,i
2 22miECoul,i ~4!

where ECoul,i5e2Zi(Ztot2Zi)/(RS1RIMF). The distribution
of momentapf ,i was randomly sampled from the experime
tal ~angle-integrated! momentum distribution in the sourc
rest frame. Initial configurations with overlapping fragmen
were rejected. After initialization, the Coulomb-trajecto
calculations were performed by assuming point particles

The curves in Fig. 3 show the results of sequential de
calculations for fragments emitted at small (5°<u lab<25°,
left hand panels! and large (25°<u lab<50°, right hand pan-
els! angles, respectively. Top and bottom panels show
results for low- and high-energy thresholds, respective
The different lifetimest assumed in the calculations are i
dicated in the figure. In these calculations, the parame
Ztot570, RS59 fm, and Ztot,IMF532 were used, and the
same selections in charge, energy and polar angle were
plied as in the experimental data.~For Ztot,IMF532, the aver-
age IMF multiplicity per simulated event iŝNIMF&'6.! For
the assumed source geometry, satisfactory agreement
the data can be obtained by assuming emission on a
short time scalet,100 fm/c @38#. Such a fast time scale i
consistent with previous results from other investigatio
@18–30#. Since the assumption of a longer emission tim
scale increases the disagreement with the data, our rema
investigation will be performed for the zero lifetime limitt
50.

B. Initial-state momentum correlations
for instantaneous decay

For sequential decay calculations, the implementation
momentum conservation is unambiguously determined
the assumed sequence of binary decays and the subse
~momentum conserving! evolution of the Coulomb trajecto
ries. For instantaneous disintegrations, the choice of an
tial set of particle momentapi which satisfiesPtot5(pi50 is
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274 PRC 58R. POPESCUet al.
FIG. 3. The points show two-fragment corre
lation functions, integrated over all fragmen
pairs with 4<ZIMF<9 for 86Kr193Nb at E/A
550 MeV. Left and right hand panels show co
relation functions for fragments detected at 5
<u lab<25° and 25°<u lab<50°, respectively.
Top and bottom panels show the results for lo
and high-fragment-energy thresholdsEc.m.,i /Ai

>3 MeV andEc.m.,i /Ai>7 MeV, respectively.
The curves show the results of sequential dec
calculations using the parametersZtot570, RS

59 fm, andZtot,IMF532, filtered by the experi-
mental acceptance. The assumed lifetimest are
labeled in the figure. Typical numerical unce
tainties are indicated for a panel when significa
e.g., in panel~c! for the t5200 fm/c calcula-
tion.
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not uniquely determined, even if the single-particle mom
tum distribution is assumed to be known. In our investigat
of instantaneous decay, we used three prescriptions for
initialization of IMF momenta. One prescription correspon
to the short-lifetime limitt→0 of sequential emission from
the surface of an excited source~dubbed thesequentialap-
proximation!. Another prescription~dubbed therescalingap-
proximation! eliminates the velocity of the center of mass f
each set of randomly selected particle momenta@39#. A third
prescription ~dubbed theresidue approximation! assumes
that the momentum balance is taken up by the residue.

In all cases, the initial source was assumed to be at re
the center-of-mass frame of projectile and target, and
initialization of particle positions was treated identically. A
before, a source of fixed radiusRS , initial charge number
Ztot , and initial massM tot was assumed. The IMF charge an
mass distributions and their initial positions with respect
the center of the source were sampled as described in
previous section.

In the sequentialapproximation, the fragment momen
were chosen one after the other. After each choice, the
sidual source received a recoil velocity according to mom
tum conservation. Recoil velocity and mass conserva
were taken into account for each subsequent emission,
the source location was kept fixed during the initializati
(t→0 limit!. In the center-of-mass frame, the velocityvi of
the i th fragment is thus

vi5vi81V i 21 . ~5!

Here, V050 denotes the velocity of the initial source
massM05M tot . After emission of fragmenti, the residual
source has the velocityV i5V i 212mivi8/Mi and the mass
Mi5Mi 212mi , wherevi8 is the velocity of fragmenti with
respect to the rest frame of the emitting source of massMi 21

and vi8 is selected according to the probability distributio
P(r i ,mivi8), given by Eq.~3!. In this approximation, Lam-
bert’s law is applied to the selection ofvi8 , i.e., with respect
to the center and rest frame of the (i 21)th residue of mass
Mi 21 and velocityV i 21.
-
n
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e

he
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-
n
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Alternatively, one could also select the velocitiesvi8 by
sampling an isotropic distributionP(miv i8) by implementing
momentum conservation according to Eq.~5! and by then
selecting the initial positions such that Lambert’s law is s
isfied in the rest frame of the original source. In princip
this latter approximation differs from thet→0 limit of the
sequential decay discussed in the previous section. Howe
the calculations were found to be insensitive to such de
and these two prescriptions gave virtually indistinguisha
results.

In the rescalingapproximation, a set of initial IMF mo-
mentapi8 was randomly chosen from an isotropic probabil
distribution P(pi8). After selection of all IMF momentapi8 ,
the momentum of the residue was chosen aspres8 50. In order
to conserve momentum in the source rest frame, all mome
(pi8 and pres8 ) were shifted so that the total momentum w
zero:

pi5aH pi82S (
j

pj8D mi

M tot
J . ~6!

Here, the indicesi and j label all particles~including the
residue!. The factora is chosen to ensure energy conserv
tion,

(
i

pi8
2

2mi
5(

i

pi
2

2mi
. ~7!

In the present context, the scale factora is largely cos-
metic; settinga51 makes the simulated energy spec
slightly steeper than the original single-particle spectrum,
this has negligible effects on the correlation function. T
rescaled momentapi were then taken as the initial momen
for the many-body Coulomb-trajectory calculations fro
which the final particle momenta were calculated. For
selected set of rescaled fragment momentapi , the initial
positions were randomly chosen under the constraint
Lambert’s law be satisfied for a sphere at rest in the cen
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PRC 58 275SENSITIVITY OF TWO-FRAGMENT CORRELATION . . .
of-mass frame. The initial fragments were placed at the
dius R5RS1RIMF , and initial configurations with overlap
ping fragments were rejected.

In the residue approximation, the initial fragment mo
mentapi were chosen randomly from the isotropic probab
ity distribution P(pi). Momentum conservation was imple
mented by imparting a momentumpres52(pi to the
residual source, and Lambert’s law was implemented in
center-of-mass frame.

Upon initialization, all fragments were released simul
neously from the surface, and many-body Coulomb trajec
ries were calculated by assuming point particles. T
reduced-velocity correlation functions were computed
fragment pairs filtered by the experimental acceptance
the applied software cuts.

For illustration, Fig. 4 compares the measured and ca

FIG. 4. Angle-integrated center-of-mass energy distribution
carbon fragments. Experimental data are shown as points; solid
dashed curves show the single-particle spectra obtained with
sequential and rescaling approximations.
-

e

-
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lated~angle-integrated! center-of-mass energy distribution o
carbon fragments. Per construction, both calculations re
duce the energy spectra of emitted fragments reason
well. @In the sequential approximation, the high-energy p
of the energy spectrum is slightly overpredicted. This eff
is due to second- and later-chance emissions from the re
ing source. This discrepancy is inconsequential for the c
culation of the correlation function, but could be triviall
eliminated, e.g., by multiplying the momenta by a factor ofa
to ensure energy conservation analogous to Eqs.~6! and~7!.#
Differences between correlation functions predicted by
different momentum conservation methods are not cause
slight differences in the single-particle energy distribution

Predictions for instantaneous decay are shown in Fig
The points show experimental two-fragment correlati
functions, integrated over all fragment pairs with 4<ZIMF
<9 for 86Kr 193Nb at E/A550 MeV. Left and right hand
panels show correlation functions for fragments detected
5°<u lab<25° and 25°<u lab<50°, respectively. Top and
bottom panels show the results for low- and high-fragme
energy thresholds Ec.m.,i /Ai>3 MeV and Ec.m.,i /Ai
>7 MeV, respectively. The curves show correlation fun
tions calculated for instantaneous breakup using three dif
ent prescriptions for total initial momentum conservation.
in Fig. 3, the parametersZtot570, RS59 fm, andZtot,IMF
532 were used, and the same selections in charge, ene
and polar angle were applied as in the experimental data

Overall, all three calculations reproduce the forward an
data reasonably well~left panels of Fig. 5!. At larger angles
~right panels of Fig. 5!, thesequentialandrescalingapproxi-
mations provide reasonable agreement with the data, bu
residueapproximation does not.

Even though all particles are released instantaneously
from a fixed geometry, the correlation functions are p
dicted to depend on fragment energy. The predicted ene
dependence is particularly pronounced for the large-angle
~right panels of Fig. 5!. Energy-dependent two-fragment co
relation functions are thus not unique proof of a time-orde
~sequential! emission process.

Because of the lack of position-sensitive detectors in
Miniball Array, the instrumental distortions are largest f
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FIG. 5. The points show two-fragment corre
lation functions, integrated over all fragmen
pairs with 4<ZIMF<9 for 86Kr193Nb at E/A
550 MeV. Left and right hand panels show co
relation functions for fragments detected at 5
<u lab<25° and 25°<u lab<50°, respectively.
Top and bottom panels show the results for lo
and high-fragment-energy thresholdsEc.m.,i /Ai

>3 MeV andEc.m.,i /Ai>7 MeV, respectively.
The curves show correlation functions calculat
for instantaneous breakup using three differe
prescriptions for total initial momentum conse
vation. As in Figs. 3 and 4, the parametersZtot

570,RS59 fm, andZtot,IMF532 were used. The
calculations were filtered by the response of t
experimental apparatus and by the experimen
cuts on charge, energy, and polar angle. Typi
numerical uncertainties are indicated for a pan
when significant.
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the large-angle cut 25°<u lab<50°. The magnitude of the
distortions is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the example of insta
taneous decay calculated in the rescaling approximation.
unfiltered correlation functions are shown by solid curv
and the filtered correlation functions are represented
dashed curves. As can be readily seen, the instrumental
tortions of the calculated correlation functions are large
very small reduced velocitiesv red,0.02c, but they become
insignificant for larger reduced velocitiesv red.0.02c. While
important for quantitative comparisons between measu
and calculated correlation functions, these experimental
ceptance effects do not alter the general conclusions rea
in the present investigation, namely, that~1! the correlation
functions at large angles exhibit a strong dependence on
ticle energy and~2! this energy dependence is strongly infl
enced by~unknown! initial-state correlations due to momen
tum conservation constraints.

In order to demonstrate that the observed energy de
dence is primarily due to the initial-state momentum cor
lations which arise from the different prescriptions of imp
menting momentum conservation for a finite system,
show in Fig. 7 the results of calculations in which the fra
ments are selected without momentum conservation c
straints according to the single-particle probability, Eq.~3!.
In order to eliminate the~energy-dependent! effects of instru-
mental distortions, the calculations shown in Fig. 7 have
been filtered by the experimental resolution, but only by
energy and angular cuts indicated. In contrast to calculat
which include initial-state momentum correlations~shown
here for the rescaling approximation!, the assumption of un
correlated initial momenta produces correlation functio
which are nearly energy independent.~Some minor energy
dependence may be due to many-body Coulomb interacti
e.g., energy-dependent deflections in the Coulomb field
the heavy residue.!

The detailed results obtained with the three moment
initializations are surprisingly different, especially for two
fragment correlations at large angles and for high-ene
thresholds, even though essential source parameters~size and

FIG. 6. Illustration of instrumental distortions of correlatio
functions at 25°<u lab<50°. Solid and dashed curves show unfi
tered and filtered correlation functions calculated for the case
instantaneous breakup in the rescaling approximation.
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lifetime! are identical. We conclude that the detailed shape
two-fragment correlation functions can be sensitive to initi
state momentum correlations. This sensitivity depends on
kinematic conditions under which the correlation function
constructed.

Since initial-state momentum correlations due to mom
tum conservation can strongly depend on the reaction
namics, they are not knowna priori and may be difficult~if
not impossible! to extract from the single-particle spectr
Unless constrained by additional observations, such init
state correlations can render the extraction of source par
eters more ambiguous in the limit of instantaneous dec
Note, however, that the implementation of momentum c
servation for trulysequential decay is unambiguous.

Initial-state momentum correlations due to momentu
conservation constraints can affect the reduced-relat
velocity scaling@18# of two-fragment correlations. A unique
dependence of two-fragment correlation functions on the
duced relative velocity, Eq.~2!, should exist@18# if the two-
fragment correlation function is dominated by the mutu

of

FIG. 7. The curves compare correlation functions calculated
selecting the initial fragment momenta according to the sing
particle probability, Eq.~3!, and neglecting initial-state momentum
conservation effects~infinite-residue-mass limit, labeled as ‘‘unco
related’’! or, alternatively, by incorporating momentum conserv
tion constraints in the rescaling approximation. Top and bott
panels show results for 25°<u lab<50° and 5°<u lab<25°, respec-
tively. Solid and dashed curves show the results for low- and hi
fragment-energy thresholdsEc.m.,i /Ai>3 MeV and Ec.m.,i /Ai

>7 MeV, respectively. In contrast to calculations shown in pre
ous figures, the calculations shown here neglect instrumental r
lution effects. Typical numerical uncertainties are indicated fo
panel when significant.
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FIG. 8. Two-fragment correlation function
for 86Kr193Nb and E/A550 MeV, integrated
over all fragment pairs at 25°<u lab<50° with 4
<ZIMF<5 ~solid points, solid curves! and 6
<ZIMF<9 ~open points, dashed curves!. Points
show data; curves show calculations for instan
neous decay using the momentum initializatio
prescription indicated. Top and bottom pane
show the results for low- and high-fragmen
energy thresholds Ec.m.,i /Ai>3 MeV and
Ec.m.,i /Ai>7 MeV, respectively. As in Figs. 3
and 4, the parametersZtot570, RS59 fm, and
Ztot,IMF532 were used, and the same selections
charge, energy and polar angle were applied as
the experimental data. Because of a lack of s
tistics at high values ofv red, the correlation func-
tions shown in this figure were normalized suc
that ^R&50 over the interval 0.07<v red/c
<0.08.
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Coulomb interaction between the two detected fragments
if the space-time characteristics of the emitting system
independent ofZIMF over the range considered. Approxima
scaling of two-fragment correlation functions withv red has
been observed experimentally@18#, and it is often used to
increase the statistical accuracy of the correlation function
summing over a finite range ofZIMF . In our experiment, a
unique dependence of the two-fragment correlation func
on v red, independent ofZIMF , is not observed, especially fo
fragments emitted at larger angles 25°<u lab<50°; see Fig.
2.

Figure 8 shows the two-fragment correlation functions
25°<u lab<50° for two groups of fragments, 4<ZIMF<5
and 6<ZIMF<9 ~solid and open points, respectively!, and
for two energy cutsEc.m.,i /Ai>3 MeV and Ec.m.,i /Ai
>7 MeV ~top and bottom panels, respectively!. These cor-
relation functions are compared to calculations perform
with and without initial-state momentum conservation co
straints~filtered by the experimental acceptance!. The calcu-
lations show that initial-state momentum correlations c
lead to a strongZIMF dependence of two-fragment correlatio
functions, with details depending on the approximation~re-
coil, sequential, or rescaling! used. While none of the calcu
lations provides a perfect fit to the data, the predicted ef
has the right magnitude, indicating that initial-state mom
tum correlations are likely to have a significant influence
the ZIMF dependence of the two-fragment correlation fun
tion. Consistent with previous results@11#, an approximate
scaling with reduced velocity is predicted if initial-state m
mentum conservation constraints are neglected; see cu
labeled ‘‘uncorrelated’’ in the right hand panels of Fig.
Thus, for the data shown in Fig. 8, distortions from man
body Coulomb interactions~beyond the two-fragment inter
action! appear to be less important than distortions due
initial-state momentum correlations imposed by moment
conservation constraints. Unfortunately, the implementa
of these constraints is not unique—which makes the inve
gation of instantaneous decay scenarios model depende

C. Sensitivity to local emission pattern

Classical trajectory calculations require the specificat
of both initial coordinates and initial velocities of the emitte
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fragments; i.e., one must provide the velocity distribution
each source point. Usually one samples a single-part
source function; see, e.g., Eq.~3!. Initial-state momentum
correlations due to momentum conservation have been
cussed in the previous subsection. Here, we investigate
sensitivity to the assumptions on the local surface emiss
patternP(r i ,pi) and to simple initial-state position correla
tions introduced to disallow initial configurations with ove
lapping fragments. For simplicity and clarity of presentatio
these calculations are not filtered by the resolution of
experimental apparatus, but only by the indicated gates
emission and energy threshold in the rest frame of
source.

In Fig. 9, we compare correlation functions calculated
initializing the fragment positions such that overlapping fra
ments are prohibited~labeled as ‘‘excluded volume,’’ solid
curves! or, alternatively, allowed~labeled as ‘‘no excluded
volume,’’ dashed curves!. Both calculations were performe
by using identical single-particle distributions, Eq.~3!, and
by implementing the rescaling approximation for the m
mentum initialization. Results for the small- and large-an
cuts are shown in the lower and upper panels, respectiv
The results of the two calculations are very similar. For t
present case, the requirement of initially nonoverlapp
fragments appears to be an unimportant feature of our ma
body Coulomb-trajectory calculations. This result is not s
prising for the low-density case considered here: fragme
block less than 10% of the surface of the source.

In many calculations, including those presented in t
paper, a surface emission pattern according to Lambert’s
is assumed@18#; see Eq.~3!. In order to investigate the sen
sitivity to this assumption, we have performed calculatio
for different surface emission patterns. Specifically, we
sumed isotropic outward radiation from each point at
surface of the source~shown by dashed curves in Fig. 1
labeled ‘‘2p emission’’!,

P~r i ,pi !}P~pi !u~r i•pi !d~r i2RS2RIMF, i !, ~8!

or, alternatively, isotropic emission from each source po
allowing inward directed velocities~shown by dotted curves
in Fig. 10, labeled ‘‘4p emission’’!,
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278 PRC 58R. POPESCUet al.
P~r i ,pi !}P~pi !d~r i2RS2RIMF, i !. ~9!

Calculations with these different surface radiation patte
are compared in Fig. 10. All calculations were performed
using identical source dimensions and by implementing
rescaling approximation for the momentum initializatio
Results for the small- and large-angle cuts are shown in
lower and upper panels, respectively. While not identical,
results of the three calculations are very similar. Thus,
specific choice of surface emission function appears to b
minor importance.

D. Volume emission

Our calculations indicate that fragment emission occ
within a very short time interval, consistent with instant
neous breakup. These calculations were performed by
suming that fragments are released from thesurface of a
spherical source. This assumption of fragment release f
the surface of the source is clearly reasonable for seque
fragment emission scenarios with complete equilibration
tween individual fragment emissions. However, for ve
short fragment emission time scales, and particularly for

FIG. 9. Comparison of correlation functions calculated by
lowing ~dashed curves, labeled as ‘‘no excluded volume’’! or dis-
allowing ~solid curves, labeled as ‘‘excluded volume’’! initially
overlapping fragment positions. The rescaling approximation w
used to incorporate momentum conservation constraints. Top
bottom panels show results for 25°<u lab<50° and 5°<u lab<25°,
respectively. The energy cuts are indicated in the figure. Instrum
tal resolution effects are neglected. Typical numerical uncertain
are indicated for a panel when significant.
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limiting case of instantaneous disintegration, fragment
lease from the volume of the source may be considered
realistic alternative.

Thus, we have also performed calculations allowing fo
random release of fragments from thevolumeof the source.
These calculations are shown by the dashed and do
curves in Fig. 11. For comparison, we also display the ‘‘sta
dard’’ rescaling calculation for surface emission~solid
curves in Fig. 11!. After determining the position of the re
sidual source, the initial fragment positions~i.e., the centers
of the fragments! were chosen randomly within the spheric
source volume~of radiusRV512 fm), under the constrain
that initial fragments do not overlap geometrically. Two d
ferent prescriptions were explored as to the position of
residual source. In the calculations shown by the das
curves~labeled ‘‘residue in ct.’’!, the residue was placed a
the center of the source volume, and in the calculatio
shown by dotted curves~labeled ‘‘true volume’’!, the center
of the residue was positioned randomly within the sou
volume. The initial fragment momentapi8 were randomly
chosen from an isotropic probability distributionP(pi8), and
momentum conservation constraints were imposed by me
of the rescaling approximation, Eqs.~6! and ~7!.

Differences between volume and surface emission ca
lations are most pronounced for correlation functions cor

-

s
nd

n-
s

FIG. 10. Correlation functions predicted for different surfa
radiation patterns. Solid, dashed, and dotted curves represent c
lations with the rescaling approximation (t50) using Eqs.~3!, ~8!,
and ~9!, respectively. Top and bottom panels show results for 2
<u lab<50° and 5°<u lab<25°, respectively; the applied energ
thresholds are given in the figure. Instrumental resolution effects
neglected. Typical numerical uncertainties are indicated for a pa
when significant.
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sponding to the low-fragment-energy thresholdEc.m.,i /Ai
>3 MeV and large emission angles 25°<u lab<50°; see top
panel of Fig. 11. The difference is largest when the locat
of the residue is randomly chosen within the source volu
since an off-center location of the residue results in a n
spherical distribution of the remaining fragments. The res
of calculations with the residue positioned at the center
the source are more similar to those obtained for surf
emission. Qualitatively, this can be understood as follows
the residue is placed at the center of the source, the cente
the remaining fragments are distributed in a spherical she
inner radius Rres1RIMF'8 fm and outer radiusRV
512 fm. This distribution resembles emission from a d
fuse surface. In our surface emission calculation, the fr
ment centers were located in a thin spherical shell atRS
1RIMF'11–12 fm.

The assumption of volume emission with the residue
cated at the center of the source provides comparable ag
ment with the data as the assumption of surface emiss
The agreement is considerably worse if one assumes a

FIG. 11. The points show two-fragment correlation function
integrated over all fragment pairs with 4<ZIMF<9 for 86Kr
193Nb atE/A550 MeV. Top and bottom panels show correlatio
functions for fragments detected at 25°<u lab<50° and 5°<u lab

<25°, respectively. Solid and open points show data for low- a
high-fragment-energy thresholds, Ec.m.,i /Ai>3 MeV and
Ec.m.,i /Ai>7 MeV, respectively. The dashed and dotted curv
show the results of instantaneous breakup calculations assu
emission from a spherical volume of radiusRS512 fm, using the
parametersZtot570 andZtot,IMF532. Solid curves show ‘‘standard
results’’ for surface emission. The calculations are filtered by
experimental acceptance. Typical numerical uncertainties are
cated for a panel when significant.
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dom location of the residue within the source volume.
The calculations show that the correlation functions

also sensitive to the spatial distribution of fragments with
the source volume. This sensitivity is strongest for fragme
emitted with low energy. However, this sensitivity to th
spatial configuration cannot be trivially disentangled fro
the existing sensitivity to unknown correlations in the initi
momentum distribution due to conservation laws.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have measured reduced-velocity two-fragment co
lation functions in small-impact-parameter86Kr 193Nb col-
lisions at E/A550 MeV and compared them to results
many-body Coulomb-trajectory calculations. Calculatio
for a sequential decay scenario indicate that fragment em
sion occurs over a short time interval (t,100 fm/c), con-
sistent with instantaneous decay. Assuming an instantan
decay, we found little sensitivity of the calculated tw
fragment correlation functions to details of the surface em
sion patterns. Correlation functions calculated for surfa
and volume emission were found to be different and se
tive to detailed assumptions regarding the location of
heavy residue. Reasonable agreement with the measured
relation functions could be obtained by assuming emiss
from the surface of the source. The data can also be re
duced reasonably well by assuming volume emission w
the heavy residue placed at the center of the source; w
agreement with experiment was obtained when the loca
of the heavy residue was randomly distributed within t
volume of the source.

The calculations were found to be rather sensitive
initial-state momentum correlations arising from momentu
conservation constraints. Such constraints can prod
energy-dependent correlation functions, with details depe
ing on the experimental acceptance and on the partic
method used to constrain the initial momenta. The predic
trends are similar to those observed experimentally. Wh
the investigated methods of implementing momentum c
servation constraints are reasonable, they are by no m
unique because initial-state momentum correlations can
pend on the reaction dynamics and are thus not knowa
priori . As a consequence, the extraction of source parame
from two-fragment correlation functions may be more mod
dependent than previously assumed.

Different from previous investigations, the reduce
velocity correlation functions observed in the present exp
ment exhibit a pronounced dependence onZIMF . Our calcu-
lations indicate that the reduced-velocity scaling sho
remain approximately valid if the fragments are emitted in
completely uncorrelated fashion and that the observed vi
tion of reduced-velocity scaling cannot be entirely attribut
to many-body Coulomb interactions. The calculations sh
further that initial-state momentum conservation constra
can lead to a strong dependence of the reduced velocity
relation function on fragment charge with details depend
on the assumption with which momentum conservation c
straints are implemented.

Uncertainties due to initial-state momentum conservat
constraints can be significant for systems which disinteg
nearly instantaneously (t→0). For long-lived systems de
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caying via a sequence of binary emissions with comp
reequilibration of the source between individual steps,
implementation of momentum conservation iswell defined
and the uncertainties discussed in this paper are unimpor
Extracted upper limits of sequential IMF emission tim
scales thus remain valid. However, evidence for a very
sequential~as opposed to near-instantaneous! decay mecha-
nism derived from energy-dependent two-fragment corre
tion functions may be more ambiguous than previously
lieved and may need further evaluation.

While calculations for instantaneous decay are, inde
ci
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ys

rt.
e
e

nt.

st

-
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d,

sensitive to details of the spatial decay configuration,
predicted effects are comparable in magnitude to the un
tainties which arise from unknown initial-state momentu
correlations. Unless these initial-state momentum corre
tions can be constrained by new experimental observable
by ab initio dynamical calculations, it appears difficult t
extract unambiguous information about the spatial confi
ration of an instantaneously disintegrating source.
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